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go to whoever passed to them try to make play predictable, prevent split if pass from 1 side to the other

check away and check back to receive - PROGRESSION checking in and out, trying to open body and PROGRESSION
receiver should show target Rather than follow, players check shoulder in order to switch field - defenders Remove cage - Attackers get 1 pt

foot - body position open to receive and play and slide side-to-side to receive next pass (see row for 1 pt
next pass - 2 touch per age group - receiver should movements in diagram) - central player should be

attempt to complete 10 passes in a row
COACHING POINTS 30 passes, most passes in time COACHING POINTS for 1 pt (must touch inside player) -

Look at pass quality and technique - pass to back limit) Outside players should anticipate movement of passes defenders complete 3 passes in a

EXPLANATION

2x 20x20 yds

Players form into two diamond shapes

20x20 yds (per age group)

4 attackers on the outside of the
which overlap - passing around the grid (must stay outside), 1 attacker

diamond, players initially follow their inside cage with 2 defenders - attackers
pass - add competition (first to

ACTIVITY 3 Double diamond passing ACTIVITY 4 5v2 rondo
SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION SPACE DURATION

allow attacker to score either direction

direction again - Defender must pay attention to PROGRESSION be patient, look for chance to win ball and quickly PROGRESSION
attacker's hips and feet Start with no ball, then add the ball counter Move entry point to middle,

an imbalance - then take advantage by quickly use only one move to create shootinig window - 
changing direction - if defender follows, then change explode into space - Defender - get goal side early,

COACHING POINTS to a cone on either side before the COACHING POINTS if defender wins ball, he tries to counter
Attacker must feint the defender in order to create defender Attacker - attempt to enter field as quickly as possible to opposing goal

10 yds

Players are on either side of a pair

15x15 yds 

Attackers enter the field on a side
of cones at an appropriate distance angle, attempt to beat defender and

Each player must stay on their own side score as quick as possible - shots
At start, attacker attempts to get must be inside of shooting "zone" -

SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION SPACE DURATION EXPLANATION
ACTIVITY 1 1v1 side cones ACTIVITY 2 1v1 side goals

0:45-1:00 5v2 rondo TOTAL SPACE LOAD SESSION DURATION
Scrimmage 4v4+2 (require neutral to score)

1/2 field Moderate 90 mins

SESSION TIME
0:30-0:32 Water break

7v7 teams Week of Jul 15 2019
0:32-0:45 Double diamond passing

0:10-0:20 1v1 side cones
0:20-0:30 1v1 side goals TEAM DATE

EMPHASIS/THEME 1v1 feints/moves/explosion to beat defender, passing technique, off-ball movement and field visualization

TIME DESCRIPTION
0:00-0:05 Arrival game - small-sided mini goals
0:05-0:10 Warmup - touch activity, go thru change of direction moves


